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INTRODUCTION

On March 23, 1983, in an address on the defense budget request then before Congress, President Reagan proved again that he “is at once an optimist, a radical, an innovator and a plunger” by describing his new “vision of the future which offers hope.” Characterizing reliance “on the specter of retaliation” for preventing nuclear war as “a sad commentary on the human condition,” he asked if it would not “be better to save lives than to avenge them?” And he wondered, too, if free people might not be more “secure in the knowledge that their security did not rest upon the threat of instant U.S. retaliation to deter a Soviet attack, that we could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our own soil or that of our allies?”

But Reagan’s speech represented more than his vision of the future, for it was also a direct response to his administration’s immediate political past. Following his landslide reelection victory in 1980, the president found his administration’s national security policy under assault. His plans for the modernization of America’s strategic
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arsenal foundered. The requirements of deterrence and defense had become the subject of new debate. A grass-roots movement for a freeze in weapons deployments swept the country, and critics were attacking America’s nuclear strategy as immoral. America’s European allies, Congress, and ordinary citizens all pressed the president to change his approach to national security and arms control.

In one speech, President Reagan transformed the domestic political debate about America’s strategic doctrine and national security policy. He recognized that his goal of shielding the United States from attack might “not be accomplished before the end of this century” and was not without significant political and technical problems. But he accomplished a much more immediate objective. By calling on “the scientific community . . . those who gave us nuclear weapons, to turn their great talents now to the cause of mankind and world peace, to give us the means of rendering these nuclear weapons impotent and obsolete,” he changed the political agenda.

Since March 1983, scholars, strategists, politicians, and others have argued about the wisdom of developing defensive space weapons. They have attacked or advocated the president’s plan-called Star Wars by its critics and the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) by the administration-rather than continue to focus on the issues that concerned them earlier. The desirability, feasibility, viability, practicality, affordability, and optimality of Reagan’s new policy have all been considered. His proposal has shifted the focus of domestic political debate and scrambled political positions and coalitions.

Indeed, Reagan’s speech created a national debate. For “the Reagan of star wars and supply side is a Reagan at odds with the intellectual poobahs of defense and economics. He is, instead, a president willing to identify with fringe thinkers of both disciplines who are generally classified as rightwing.” Indeed, critics immediately dubbed the plan Star Wars and called it crazy. The president subsequently named his proposal the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), and supporters now trumpet it as a peace shield. Given the Soviets’ evident concern about SDI, critics recommend that the president use it as a bargaining chip and negotiate it away in exchange for reductions in Soviet offensive weapons. Supporters insist that this new vision, of a future without nuclear weapons, is our only hope and must not be dealt away. Negotiators, they argue, should focus on shifting the superpowers toward a world emphasizing defense, rather than continue to stress the mutual assured destruction (MAD) of a world armed almost entirely by offensive strategic nuclear weapons.

This chapter emphasizes that the debate over Star Wars is a political one. To understand and explain the Reagan administration’s
advocacy of the Strategic Defense Initiative requires an understanding of the relationship between politics and strategy and, most specifically, of the political problems confronting the Reagan administration during its first two years in office. The reason for the president’s address was political, and he succeeded brilliantly in shifting the national debate away from the MX and the nuclear freeze and onto the problem of the future. In doing so, he changed his image from that of an unreconstructed warmonger to that of an unreconstructed peacemonger. In addition, the debate over strategic doctrine demonstrates the absence of a consensus among defense analysts, and this implies that national policy will be made (or chosen) on political rather than technical grounds.4

STRATEGY AND POLITICS

Issues of national security, especially nuclear strategy, are often treated as technical problems for which appropriate technical solutions exist. Thus, strategists often consider the requisites of defense or deterrence as if these were devoid of political calculations or concerns. To develop a national security policy, however, is to reach an optimal political solution to a technical problem. In this way, national security policy is very much like economic policy: politics explains selections of appropriate ends and means more than does science. The role of science, after all, is limited in policy making. It cannot address the question of which ends societies should pursue. Scientists may have individual opinions about appropriate societal goals, but their objectives do not derive from any scientific data or analysis.5 Indeed, in American society, their preferences generally carry less weight than those of television and movie stars. Scientists can, however, play a part in guiding a society’s choice of the best means for achieving its chosen ends. They can assess whether particular means will achieve given ends and whether the use of those means will also entail other, unintended, consequences.6 But most typically, either no scientific consensus exists, or there are viable alternatives from which to choose. So, just as they are rarely responsible for the selection of societal objectives, scientists rarely choose the policies intended to ensure those goals. Thus, the choice of social ends and means falls to politicians.

Even when there is a scientific consensus, politicians may choose to ignore it. The national interest, and therefore public policy, encompasses an array of social values and concerns. Scientists, for example, may agree on the contingent truthfulness of the theory of evolution, but religious believers can still mobilize support for having public school teaching reflect their views of creation. And if the mo-
bilization is strong enough, politicians may bow to views they find scientifically laughable. Similarly, public health policy often reflects moral considerations as well as medical ones.\textsuperscript{7}

Moreover, politicians choose policies with an eye not only to broad national objectives but also in keeping with individual and group interests. Party concerns and individual careers matter. Even bureaucrats are presumed to consider individual and agency interests in making their assessments. The particularistic interests of the military services, for example, are widely recognized as creating problems in the search for a coherent national security policy.\textsuperscript{8} Thus, a politician’s optimal policy likely optimizes a mix of national, party, and personal objectives. Economic policies, for example, may be chosen not only in order to maximize general economic well-being but also to improve the chances for the reelection of their proponents.\textsuperscript{9}

Moreover, policies emerge from compromise. Individual politicians must make choices when tradeoffs exist between objectives. They may be forced to choose, for example, between preventing war and preventing unfavorable changes in the international status quo, or between guns and butter. Not only can national goals conflict, but there also may be tradeoffs between national and particularistic interests. Finally, having made individual choices, politicians must often negotiate and compromise with one another. Thus, politicians rarely begin by proposing the actual policies they want instituted. They start with positions more extreme than their actual desires and establish bargaining positions. Or they attempt to institute one program in order to force positions on another. By securing the 1981 tax cut, for example, the Reagan administration positioned itself perfectly on economic policy and forced the Democrats to choose between cutting domestic spending, increasing taxes, or accepting big current deficits that would endanger future domestic spending. Finally, given all the compromises, it is not surprising that the resulting policies are odd mixtures, concatenations of inconsistent elements.\textsuperscript{10}

Similarly, the provision of national defense and security are inherently political questions. Although strategists do emphasize the importance of political objectives when analyzing how war might break out, they do not discuss the political objectives inherent in the adoption or rejection of national security policies. Yet the level of military spending, of how much is enough, has been an annual focus of partisan debate. Agreement on the necessity of a national defense does not imply consensus on proper funding levels or tactical emphases. Specific weapons systems and even their technical configurations have become political issues, and Congress often extracts a political price for acceding to presidential requests for particular weapons systems. Moreover, it has only approved some systems because
enough representatives have been convinced (or have convinced themselves) that the newly approved weapons would be used as bargaining chips in negotiations with the Russians but would never really be deployed.

Moreover, the ability to meet the requisites of national defense is affected by economic and political calculation. British appeasement was dictated in part by the priority given to economic constraints on national security policy. Similarly, the Eisenhower administration’s commitment to fiscal stringency dictated a “new look” in defense policy that entailed greater reliance on nuclear weapons. On the other hand, the Kennedy administration’s commitment to flexible response and a concomitant defense buildup set the parameters for its domestic economic policy. It soon discovered, though, that an emphasis on flexible response and counterforce targeting made it difficult to hold back subsequent military requests for additional missiles, warheads, and bombers. Deferire Secretary McNamara found that discussing the nation’s contingency war plans publicly entailed costs. Thus, he shifted back to a doctrine of assured destruction as a way of capping and limiting military requests for more strategic weapons.

In addition, because changes in the level of military expenditures can have implications for other kinds of policies, interests in those other issues can become the basis for positions taken on national security policy. Indeed, political coalitions often form around constellations of policies that address a variety of concerns, including defense. In turn-of-the-century Germany, for example, a naval buildup was one key program of a broad political and social alliance that also supported high tariffs, a nationalistic foreign policy, and an authoritarian domestic government.

Even the basing of weapons has been politically controversial. President Reagan, although a strong proponent of rearmament and military modernization, opposed President Carter’s plan to put the MX missile on an underground race track. Two of the president’s strongest allies, Republican Senators Paul Laxalt of Nevada and Jake Garn of Utah, had lobbied vigorously against the race track, which would be located in the West, despite their avid support for both the weapon and an increased defense budget. Neither they nor the president wanted to alienate western voters, and so the political impossibility of the race-track option ultimately bounded the Reagan administration’s search for a way to deploy the MX missile that it very much wanted.

The scope of politics in the formulation of defense policy is exacerbated when there is no consensus on the necessary means of military strategy and security. When experts disagree, the political
considerations always present in the choice of national goals spill over into discussions of means for achieving them. There may be a national consensus on deterrence as an objective of national security policy, but this will not ensure the adoption of any specific policy or policies unless there is a consensus on the means for achieving deterrence. However, such consensus has not existed in the United States.

Rather, two arguments have dominated the American debate on the requisites of deterrence. One finds that deterrence is provided by an assured ability to retaliate with such impact as to rule out the very possibility of attack before it occurs. Thus, nuclear weapons do not represent usable military power; they exist solely to deter. Advocates of assured destruction (or finite deterrence) argue, therefore, that relative numbers of weapons do not matter as long as the nation maintains an adequate ability to retaliate. In contrast, the other side of this debate is articulated by those who believe that the massive retaliation inherent in a doctrine of assured destruction cannot deter because it does not provide a credible response to an array of potential provocations and attacks. Because deterrence requires the ability to wage war and prevail at any level of nuclear escalation, nuclear weapons deter only if they are deployed as usable weapons. The proponents of this logic have thus advocated a counterforce doctrine in order to make the threatened use of nuclear weapons more credible. The implications of these two arguments for national security policy are, of course, very different. Adopting one instead of the other would have clear consequences for determining what kinds and numbers of weapons the United States needs. It is not surprising, therefore, that political considerations can dominate technical ones in the formulation of defense policy.  

Yet despite the obvious importance of politics to the formation of national security policy, the debates about the technical and strategic appropriateness of the president’s Strategic Defense Initiative are being waged in a political void and do not reflect the array of concerns that underlay the administration’s adoption of the program. The president’s enunciation of his Strategic Defense Initiative was and is inherently political. It emerged at a politically difficult time for the administration and was intended primarily to solve a domestic political problem.

THE DOMESTIC FIRESTORM OF 1981–82

President Reagan took office in 1981 committed to restoring America’s military might. He had campaigned against a Democratic administration that he pilloried for letting America’s position in the
world decline—for weakness and vacillation and for allowing the United States to be eclipsed by its Soviet enemy. His own defense agenda was wide-ranging, a vast rearmament plan that called for large increases in military spending.\[^17\] Although not everyone in his administration was prepared to embrace the Republican party platform’s call for American military superiority, the president argued that rearmament was necessary because of a Soviet “margin of superiority.”\[^18\] The president, who had attacked previous arms control agreements, was in no hurry to pursue arms control before his rearmament program was well under way.\[^19\] Indeed, not even interested in a summit meeting with the Soviets, he successfully avoided one during his first term.

Moreover, the new administration’s plan included a rhetorical offensive to characterize the Soviet Union as an international brigand. At the president’s first news conference, he described the Soviets as being willing to justify as moral anything that furthered their cause. This meant, he continued, that they “reserve unto themselves the right to commit any crime, to lie, [and] to cheat.”\[^20\] Three and a half months later, he declared that the West would not contain Communism but transcend it. “We will not bother to denounce it, we’ll dismiss it as a sad, bizarre chapter in human history whose last pages are even now being written.”\[^21\] Sustained into 1983, this verbal onslaught reached its peak when, in an address to the National Association of Evangelicals, the president characterized the Soviet Union as “the focus of evil in the modern world.”\[^22\]

During its first year and a half, the administration coupled its anti-Soviet rhetoric and defense spending increases with public comments about America’s own nuclear strategy, an articulation of a United States commitment to a nuclear war-fighting strategy and a recognition of the possibility of nuclear war. In one interview, Sovietologist Richard Pipes, a staff member of the National Security Council, put the chance of nuclear war at 40 percent.\[^23\] Secretary of State Alexander Haig spoke publicly of a NATO plan for low-level nuclear warning explosions.\[^24\] The president himself suggested more than once in late 1981 that tactical nuclear exchanges need not imply full-scale nuclear war.\[^25\] And, in one of the more memorable administration comments, the Undersecretary of Defense for Strategic and Nuclear Forces, T. K. Jones, observed that the United States could fully recover from a nuclear war by emphasizing proper preparation. “If there are enough shovels to go around, everybody’s going to make it,” he said.\[^26\]

Ironically, the administration was only voicing publicly a long-standing element of American nuclear policy. American nuclear policy had slowly been evolving into a counterforce strategy since the 1950s.
However, these developments were not discussed outside of the defense community, and there existed a separation of targeting strategy and declaratory strategy. As McNamara had learned, one cost of publicly adopting a counterforce doctrine would be the armed services’ increasing their lists of targets and demanding more weapons. Whatever the actual war plans, it made good sense to remain publicly committed to a policy of mutual assured destruction and a position that nuclear wars could not be fought. In private, however, it remained necessary to provide for an array of contingencies so that the president had flexibility in case deterrence failed.

The net political effect of the administration’s rhetoric and defense policy was to reawaken peace movements on both sides of the Atlantic Ocean. In 1981 and 1982, mass demonstrations overseas protested the planned NATO deployment of American Pershing missiles in Europe. Although European political leaders had previously agreed to accept these weapons, they had also insisted that the United States attempt to negotiate arms reductions with the Soviets. Thus, in 1979, NATO decided to proceed along dual tracks: to negotiate and to begin simultaneously to deploy the Pershings. In 1981, leaders of America’s allies pressed the Reagan administration to adopt a negotiating position or proposal that would allow them to withstand domestic political pressures against accepting the Pershings.

However, the administration wanted to avoid arms control negotiations until its rearmament program was in place. It feared that acceptable agreements could not be negotiated without first improving America’s defenses, and that negotiations would undercut the momentum for bigger defense budgets. Nonetheless, it responded to pressure from the allies, unveiled a bargaining position, and opened talks in 1981 on intermediate nuclear forces with the Russians. On the other hand, the administration only unveiled its strategic arms control position in May 1982, and discussions with the Russians on these weapons opened the following month.

In addition, the Reagan administration beat a hasty retreat from its war-fighting rhetoric. Nonetheless, it undermined its own effort to sound more pacific. In a conscious attempt to refurbish his image, the president emphasized in the spring of 1982 that “nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought” and “no one feels more than I the need for peace.” Yet the administration defeated its own attempt to alter its public countenance and militaristic diction with its Defense Guidance, a strategic blueprint for budget requests over the next five fiscal years. This document called for developing an American arsenal that could engage in nuclear exchanges with the Soviet Union “over a protracted period.” The United States would “prevail” in any nuclear war with the Soviet Union.
Overall, the administration’s attempt to change its tone was not enough to quiet the domestic peace movement that its earlier rhetoric had awakened. Although American citizens had been relatively quiescent about strategic issues for years, there burgeoned in the wake of the administration’s rhetoric a spontaneous nuclear freeze movement that took Washington by surprise as it gained momentum in 1981 and 1982. “There was Reagan talking about fighting and winning a limited nuclear war and handing out his laundry list of building up every conceivable nuclear weapon because he claimed we were behind the Russians. It brought out the latent anxiety.” Even politicians who thought the freeze a bad idea supported at least a partial halt, and their catch phrase, a mutually verifiable nuclear freeze, provided them political cover.

The freeze movement soon dominated the political landscape. But the president opposed a halt to deployments as ingraining Soviet superiority. He lobbied against it in Congress and attacked the movement, which he described as manipulated by people who wanted to weaken America. Arguing that “foreign agents” had instigated the protests, he declared that the freeze advocates were unintentionally “carrying water” for the Soviet Union. Despite the administration’s accusations, the movement grew.

In 1982, nuclear freeze initiatives appeared on state and local ballots throughout the country. Administration officials publicly urged voters to reject the freeze. Yet the voters in 8 of 9 states and in 27 of 29 cities and localities approved it. In all, freeze initiatives carried in 41 of 46 contests in 1982. In addition, 205 city councils, 43 county governments, and 11 state legislatures passed freeze resolutions. Movement supporters also argued that the issue had become an important factor in a number of races for office in 1982.

The success of the freeze at the polls in 1982 also affected the 1984 presidential campaign. All but one of the Democratic candidates came out in support of the freeze, and one aspirant actually hoped to parlay his exclusive emphasis on the peace issue into the nomination. Indeed, one way that former Vice-president Mondale finally bested Senator Gary Hart in the primaries was to criticize Hart’s delay in backing the freeze and emphasize Hart’s flip-flops on the issue.

But in 1982, the administration confronted a problem not just confined to the political left. The domestic debate over nuclear weapons that had begun in 1981 now included the bishops of the Roman Catholic church, who established an Ad Hoc Committee on War and Peace in 1981. In June 1982, the committee released the first public draft of their pastoral letter on war and peace, a document that outlined the bishops’ “profound doubts about whether the use or threatened use of nuclear weapons can be truly reconciled with traditional
principles of self-defense and just war.” The administration responded, publicly and privately, by trying to change the bishops’ minds. The White House was worried about the implications of the pastoral letter not only for defense policy but also for broader political reasons. The administration and the bishops had, after all, concurred on such critical issues as tuition tax credits and abortion, and the Republicans needed ethnic blue-collar voters. Now it appeared that the nuclear rearmament plan might make it more difficult to appeal to Catholic voters.

But the administration could not confront the bishops’ challenge by vigorously attacking them as it had the freeze movement. Its failure to sway them became clear when, in October 1982, the bishops released a second public draft of their letter in which they advocated a freeze, objected to nuclear war-fighting rhetoric, and hinted they might oppose the MX specifically in a subsequent draft. Once again, the administration attempted to convince the bishops that moral considerations indeed guided American policy, and that it was merely continuing long-standing American strategic nuclear policy. When the bishops released their third draft in May 1983, they did, in fact, soften their stand somewhat. But then they overwhelmingly adopted a final version that restored much of the second draft’s language. Over time, the bishops’ involvement served to generate a widespread debate on the morality of deterrence and American strategic doctrine. The domestic debate had widened and deepened, for the draft pastoral letters represented a frontal assault on American strategic doctrine by questioning the morality of nuclear weapons and the doctrines associated with their use.

The president thus continued to confront a major political problem. His approach to national security policy was under assault, and his image threatened. When he ran for president in 1980, he had been advised to come across as “peace-oriented.” Yet he continued to have a “warmonger” problem. Retreating from his nuclear war-fighting rhetoric had been insufficient; so had been his attempt to go beyond the SALT (Strategic Arms Limitation Talks) agreements he had previously attacked while continuing to distance himself from them. By dubbing his own arms control negotiations START (Strategic Arms Reduction Talks), Reagan tried to emphasize the goal of reducing, rather than just limiting, nuclear weapons. Similarly, the president’s arms control proposal, unveiled in May 1982, also reflected the administration’s concern with its appearance. By seeking deep cuts in the number of large land-based missiles, the president could maintain that he had outdone the freeze advocates in his attempt to diminish the arsenal of nuclear weapons rather than merely hold it at current levels. But critics quickly dubbed the president’s proposals
one-sided and, therefore, nonnegotiable, because the administration demanded that the Soviets dismantle most of their land-based missiles without similar concessions.

Thus, the administration’s efforts to improve the image of the president and of his party had failed. The Republican party could survive the 1982 recession, the memory of which would fade with economic recovery, but being seen as the party of the bomb could have more lasting consequences. The conjunction of anti-Soviet and nuclear war-fighting rhetoric with large military spending increases and a wary commitment to arms control had generated a major public relations problem.

Moreover, this public relations problem had concrete ramifications for policy making. Despite his general success in vastly increasing the defense budget, Reagan found it very difficult to obtain congressional approval for the MX missile, the cornerstone of his strategic modernization program. The weapon would not only provide the United States with a land-based counterforce capability, but also would strengthen what was seen as an increasingly vulnerable leg of the strategic triad. Yet the president had trouble finding a way to base the MX that neither left it vulnerable nor upset Republican westerners. At the same time, the freeze movement and other opposition to new deployments compounded his difficulties. By the winter of 1982, Congress had rejected two basing schemes proposed by the president and had eliminated funds to produce the MX. Two years into his term, the land-based portion of the president’s strategic modernization program appeared to be derailed.

The president attempted to solve this political problem by trying to duplicate his successful strategy for dealing with the Social Security crisis; he named a bipartisan Commission on Strategic Forces in January 1983. He hoped that the Scowcroft Commission, as it became known, would provide a solution to the MX-basing problem that would be politically acceptable to Congress. It became apparent even before the commission submitted its report that it would recommend deploying the MX in existing silos. But because Congress had previously rejected such a plan, it was not clear that it would now accept the commission’s recommendation to do what everyone recognized as nothing more than a carefully crafted justification of a political solution to a technical and political problem.

Thus, the president was trying to do two things in his March 23, 1983, address: generate the support he needed for the annual battle over the defense budget and reposition himself on the nuclear issue. His actual proposal, to explore the possibility of a defense against offensive nuclear weapons, caught most nuclear strategists and even many members of the administration by surprise. Although
the proposal had not been thoroughly thought through, it had a simple and basic appeal.45

The president could now emphasize his passionate commitment to peace and to a world without nuclear weapons. He could out-peacemonger anybody. No one could argue with the simple appeal of relying on defensive weapons rather than offensive ones. Reagan led even his liberal critics to consider the possibility. As columnist Meg Greenfield asked, “Is no such initiative worthy? Is it unfit for contemplation? . . . I wish the status quo nuclear gang would try to improve on Reagan’s thought, not merely satirize it. I wish they, too, would think radically.”46 Any who questioned the proposal risked “being labelled tired and negative thinkers.”47 The president’s proposal, “an utter masterstroke,”

has the immediate effect of illuminating the political landscape. We are now beginning to see which of the advocates of American disarmament really want a nuclear-free world and which really want something else-empty moral grandstanding, the promotion of Soviet interests, the abasement of America.

Already it is remarkable how many of these intrepid moralists are not even attracted by the Reagan vision and refuse to entertain it for even a fleeting moment.48

Reagan could pursue rearmament and new weapons deployments while he responded to criticism by pointing to his ultimate hope—a world without nuclear weapons. He could turn the Catholic bishops’ arguments against his detractors, and he could argue that to reject his vision would be to continue relying on the immoral threat of mass murder.

Yet the president had done little more than elevate and highlight a research effort already underway. The 1980 Republican party platform had called for “vigorous research and development of an effective antiballistic-missile system,” and various fringe elements had pressed for space-based defensive systems.49 A White House position paper of October 1981 proposed expanding defenses in general and in space as well.50 The Defense Guidance had already called for stepped-up space activities, including those “in support of [the U.S.] right to self-defense,” and on September 1, 1982, the Air Force had established a new Space Command.51 But in March 1983, the president gave these efforts his imprimatur and elevated them to national goals. A politically savvy president took rhetoric already in the air, put it in a form that made it difficult to oppose, and tapped a variety of concerns that resonated with many people. The rest of his administration would now have to defend the president’s vision publicly.52
THE AFTERMATH

In the ensuing months, the president discovered that he needed to demonstrate some political flexibility to ensure congressional approval for deployment of the MX. The Scowcroft Commission admitted that its recommendation to base the MX in existing silos was a political decision rather than a military one. Yet even this bipartisan recommendation could not ensure congressional support, and the president was pressed to modify his 1982 arms control proposal on strategic weapons in order to secure the MX. And ultimately, the president’s congressional victory was assured by the support of representatives who voted for a missile they thought a poor idea. The congressional approval of MX deployment was an act “of well-intentioned people acting out of a combination of their own sense of what it means to be ‘responsible’; their own sense of what they needed to do to ‘position’ themselves politically or lay the groundwork for political advancement; and political fear.”

This political trade of the MX for arms control flexibility represented the fashioning of a bipartisan commitment on deployments and arms control. That congressional support was sustained during the 1984 presidential election year despite the collapse of arms control negotiations with the Soviets, who at the end of 1983 walked out of both the talks on intermediate nuclear forces and those on strategic weapons.

Armed with congressional support for his arms control proposals and his strategic modernization program, the president could sit back and wait for the Russians to return to the bargaining table. When they did offer to resume talks, in June 1984, it was SDI, and SDI alone, that they wanted to talk about. The United States insisted that any talks deal with Earth-based weapons as well. The USSR initially refused. But in November 1984, after the president’s landslide reelection, the Soviets agreed to return to the bargaining table. By the fall of 1985, it had become clear that they were prepared to negotiate reductions in their land-based forces in exchange for constraints on American development of space-based defensive weapons.

The Soviets’ concern with SDI only reinforced the president’s position. For it became politically more difficult to attack Star Wars once it became clear that this had brought the Soviets back to the negotiating table. The president, who had not had much with which to negotiate, had moved himself into an enviable position. The challenge of a qualitative arms race concerned the Soviets in a way that a small number of MX missiles did not. Merely articulating his vision had already borne political fruit.
CONCLUSION

The president’s enunciation of his vision of a space defense was based on domestic political concerns and had important international political ramifications. He refashioned the domestic political debate over strategic weapons, doctrine, and negotiations. The president did what all successful politicians do—he shifted the focus of debate. He shifted the focus from a troublesome present to a desirable future. In positioning himself as a man with a vision of peace, he lit on a strategy that brought the Soviets back to the bargaining table.

The president’s speech generated a national debate; it both scrambled political agendas and recast rhetorical positions. As one senator told his colleagues, “the political landscape has been changed by a speech we all know to be wrong.” The administration had complained about the attempt by freeze leaders to mobilize support through simplistic slogans. Since the speech, however, “freeze disks” have accused the supporters of the peace shield of trying to sell the public an appealing unicorn, and they lament that imagery seems more important than reality in a world dominated by television and permanent political campaigning. Moreover, the president’s critics have had to find new rationales for their opposition to his newly articulated vision. Leaders of the nuclear freeze movement, for example, have shifted their focus. Explicitly rejecting deterrence altogether, they have made complete nuclear disarmament their goal.

Others, including members of the administration, found that they could support SDI without accepting the president’s vision. Few professionals, including those who ran the Pentagon Strategic Defense Initiative Office, thought that “leakproof protection” was “possible or even necessary.” As even Lieutenant General James Abrahamson, the Pentagon manager of SDI, presciently admitted, “Nothing is perfect, not even the [space] shuttle. A perfect astrodome defense is not a realistic thing.” Many initial believers eventually backpedaled. Those who did not buy the whole package could still argue, however, that even if Reagan’s ultimate goal proved unattainable, a “mirage,” some degree of defense would “complicate the attacker’s calculations” and thus improve deterrence. In other words, this alternative formulation offered grounds on which the president’s proposal could be supported and marketed. The catchwords, inside and outside the administration, held that SDI would “enhance deterrence” and “strengthen stability.”

The difficulty of opposing the president has brought an array of unlikely supporters flocking to his SDI bandwagon. Although few strategists accept the president’s vision of its potential, most have
found other reasons to support it. Minimally, even its critics recognize the negotiating possibility that SDI has offered; they simply urge the president to bargain it away in an agreement with the Russians. Even President Carter’s Secretary of State, Cyrus Vance, who opposes SDI deployment, has endorsed research on space weapons as “prudent” and admits that “no president for the last 12 years has been in a stronger position to make progress on [arms control] than is President Reagan.”

At the same time, the inability to attack SDI directly has led its critics to find new ways to frame their opposition. For example, they emphasize the importance of maintaining the ABM (anti-ballistic missile) treaty and not engaging in any program that would violate it. On the other hand, some of SDI’s supporters would be happy to violate it in order to get rid of the treaty. Thus, the Star Wars debate may test the degree to which the nation has accepted the ABM treaty, just as battles over the administration’s domestic policies have tested how ingrained various Great Society and New Deal programs have become.

Debates about military strategy and national security policy can be carried on without reference to politics, but their formulation and adoption necessarily involve politics. And the politics is not just international, but also domestic, including electoral and party politics. The adoption of a direction for national security policy thus involves more than a calculation of optimal defense policy. Positioning for elections and domestic bargaining, as well as for international negotiations, is also important. And public statements, like bids at an auction, are first offers—not rock-bottom positions.

Thus, proclamations about nuclear strategy and the direction of security policy are about more than just the technical means to the sole end of maintaining the territorial integrity of the state. Yet even if no other objectives for national security policy existed, the nature of an optimal nuclear strategy and doctrine would remain contested. For unlike economists discussing trade barriers, nuclear strategists have reached no consensus about the requisites of deterrence.

Rather, theorists remain divided about the requirements of deterrence in an era of mutual vulnerability. For some, deterrence requires survivable forces that can inflict unacceptable retaliatory damage. For others, such a doctrine is not credible, and deterrence requires an ability actually to wage nuclear war. Yet this debate has been largely irrelevant to the recent history of doctrine and deployments, because American policy has included counterforce options and capabilities for more than two decades. Nonetheless, there is no unanimity about the means necessary to achieve deterrence. Indeed, there is no way empirically to resolve this dispute.
Even consensus on both the desirability of deterrence and the means of achieving it might not end the national debate on strategic policy. Advocates of assured destruction, for example, define stabilizing actions as those that reduce the value of a first strike while increasing the value of a second strike. They agree not only on the desirability of stability but even about which weapons systems are stabilizing and which destabilizing. Yet they can still advocate different routes to stability. For anything that increases one nation’s value of a second strike decreases the other’s value of a first strike. That is, stability can be improved either by degrading the other side’s value of a first strike or accepting the degradation of one’s own potential for striking first. Some globalists are prepared to eschew a nation-centered view and accept the degradation of their own nation’s forces for the sake of planetary welfare. On the other hand, it is not surprising that nationalists prefer to achieve stability by reducing the other nation’s first-strike potential rather than their own, and that nations react to the reduction of their own forces’ efficacy by the other with destabilizing actions. In short, the acceptance of stability does not ensure agreement on acceptable and unacceptable deployments.

Moreover, as the history of economic policy makes clear, scholarly consensus on means-ends relationships can still be ignored by politicians when they cannot square politics and economics, but where the political imperative is strong. Congress ignored the opposition of more than one thousand economists when it imposed the Smoot-Hawley tariff in the midst of the depression. Similarly, the recent Senate adoption of the Gramm-Rudman plan demonstrates the lengths to which politics can drive policy. Confronted by the need to extend the government debt ceiling above the symbolically important figure of two trillion dollars, the Senate adopted along with it a plan to reduce the deficit by 1991. Few who voted for the proposal, improvised at the last minute without any hearings, thought it a good idea. Few knew how it would work, or if it was viable or even constitutional. But driven by political maneuvering for the 1986 election and the Senators’ fear of the political costs of not voting to reduce the deficit, the proposal carried. As an aide to one Senate Democrat said:

If you had a dime for every time this proposal has been called a turkey in both parties’ caucuses, you’d be a rich person. It’s the politics of the issue that are driving it, not the merits, and therefore people here don’t care what the economists think. The Democrats are having a ‘cover your backside’ reaction—they feel the country would cheer a balanced budget. . . . What this is all about is a fight over control of the Senate.”
Electoral concerns, political worries, and the need to cover one’s backside are evident in defense policy as well. The president and his advisers, aware of this, have exploited all three successfully since the latter part of his first term. In the belief that arms-control policy is unique in the quality of its discourse, one administration official recently lamented that “the real casualty in this area comes from discussions of things that have no bearing on reality.” Citing a leakproof defense shield as one example of the intrusion of the chimerical into disputes over arms-control policy, he argued that “this wouldn’t happen in any other area of public policy. It may be good for the polls, and for throwing people for a loop in a debate, but ultimately it’s a disservice. It’s very costly in terms of serious discussion of the subject.”

In 1947, Senator Arthur Vandenburg, Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, told President Truman and his advisors that to obtain support for their aid plans for Greece and Turkey, they would have to scare the hell out of the American people. By the late 1970s, this dictum no longer held true. New nuclear deployments now had to be coupled with arms control negotiations. NATO had enshrined this shift in its dual-track decision of 1979. The Reagan administration was slow to recognize the implications of this change for European and American politics. New American weapons deployments had to be coupled with the perception of an American commitment to arms control and linked to a vision of peace, not one of waging nuclear war.

Nuclear strategists are engaged in a political debate, and their arguments, like those of economists, are employed or ignored as suits political needs. National security policy in open societies is not a depoliticized issue being handled by experts without political considerations. The nature of deterrence remains essentially contested. In such a world, politics will determine policy as much as science.

Scholars engaged in a search for viable strategic doctrines must be aware of the political as well as military requisites of national security policy. Policy makers confront domestic and international political demands and must be sensitive to them. Scholars who address such policy makers must be aware of these considerations. As the war fighters discovered, scaring your own people and those of your allies is not a way to enshrine your strategic vision. Increases in defense spending, and especially the deployment of offensive nuclear systems, must be linked to some vision other than waging nuclear war. As the finite deterrence theorists discovered, the threats of mass murder and nuclear apocalypse are insufficient visions for sustaining national security policy.
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